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Introduction 
In 2008 Emma Biermann and Casper Ter Kuile        
founded UKYCC. On a voyage to the Arctic with WWF          
they heard from inspiring young people about their        
energy, creativity, passion and commitments towards      
fighting climate change. So naturally they wanted to        
do the same here in the UK. UKYCC grew to become           
a base of founding members and a wider network of          
connected organisations who tasked themselves with      
attending the UN Climate Talks in 2008. Over the         
years UKYCC has attended several COP’s, and many        
intersessionals, as well as generating a plethora of        
climate change oriented campaigns. 

Over the last ten years, UKYCC has expanded to work on community and national as well                
as international levels. Now, we stand as the Community working group, Gas Campaign             
working group, Communications working group, COP working group, LCOY working group           
as well as a few mini-teams including recruitment. 

Our team members are young campaigners, organisers and advocates who come           
together to share their knowledge and skills with others to form an ever-strengthening             
international, national and local youth climate movement. Read more about our history            
here: UKYCC 10 Year Report 

Youth Voices 
Youth voices are too often ignored from decision-making processes about climate change.            
Yet, we will bear the brunt of decisions made today. UKYCC was created to bring back                
power to young people, to bring together the wider youth climate activist movement and to               
ensure our voices are heard at the international, national and local level. 
 
Together the youth climate movement forms a powerful lobbying body that can have a              
positive influence on the negotiations, reminding them that it’s our future at stake. One of the                
best examples of this was the international youth lobby at Paris in 2015 - who pushed to                 
ensure that the Paris agreement included intergenerational equity in the final text - a success               
that demonstrates the strength of united young people.  
 
Youth delegations bring creative energy and moral guidance to climate discussions. They            
aren’t afraid to speak out and challenge norms. They also play a vital role in communicating                
what’s happening via blogging, tweeting, writing stories and articles, holding press           
conferences, making films – you name it, we do it. This ensures that the youth voice is                 
heard, motivating young people to take action on climate change. 
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UKYCC ETHOS 
MISSION: UK Youth Climate Coalition mobilises and empowers young people 

to take positive action for global climate justice. 

VISION: A just, sustainable world in which current and future generations 

enjoy and protect a healthy environment. 

VALUES: 

- Amplifying youth voices;  
- Anti-oppression, diversity and inclusivity;  
- Systemic change;  
- Non-violence;  
- Transparency;  
- Independence and freedom from coercion.  
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How does UKYCC work?  

Decision Making 

Consensus: We take non-hierarchical organising very seriously at UKYCC and constantly           
try to make our working culture as horizontal as possible - we are all equal. We use                 
consensus as a decision making tool which means the group is committed to finding              
solutions that everyone actively supports, or at least can live with. This allows everyone to               
feel supported to voice their opinion and contribute to the discussion. 

Find out more here: http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/consensus 

Facilitation: Instead of having a chair or a ‘leader’ we rotate facilitators for working group               
calls and sessions. Facilitation is a way of having an efficient & inclusive meeting. 

Find out more here: http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/facilitationmeeting#what 

Active Listening: We are committed to listening actively to each other. This is key to               
understanding how everyone feels about a subject or a situation, and reach a decision that               
pleases everyone in a consensual manner. 

Find out more here: http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/activelistening 
 

Roles 

Individual Roles: Many of us create & take on roles that we feel as a team we need & that                    
follow our passions & interests. This is fluid and dynamic and many people change roles               
throughout their time at UKYCC, or even change working groups. It’s a great way to practice                
and learn more about an area you want to gain confidence & skills in. Some people take a                  
few months to figure out a role they would like, and some people never take on a specific                  
role.  

Roles can include: finance officer, wellbeing officer, recruitment officer etc. These roles do             
not mean you are solely responsible for an area, it just means you are ensuring and guiding                 
a process that other people help and work with you in.  

Working Groups: We divide ourselves into working groups, which work on achieving our             
team’s mission, vision and values. Everyone is invited to join at least one working group as                
well as switch from one working group to another. Members are invited to join as many                
working groups as they have time for and we often come together to update everyone on                
what we’ve been doing. We are a dynamic organisation, and are committed to creating new               
roles based on the needs of our members.  
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Anti-Oppression  
We recognise that we do not live in a vacuum and that we all embody consciously or                 
unconsciously systems of oppression which can reproduce in the way we organise, interact             
with each other and others. We understand that external transformation cannot happen            
without internal transformation and we all have a collective responsibility. For this reason, we              
are committed to challenging our own internalised oppressions and creating a caring space             
where we can challenge each other compassionately.  
 
Wellbeing and Pastoral Support 
The wellbeing of every member of our team is of utmost importance. We have a dedicated                
welfare person who is always happy to listen to any concerns and provide pastoral support.               
Additionally we use a buddy system to ensure everyone has someone they can talk to and                
check in with.  

Communication & Organising  
As we are scattered around the UK, we mostly communicate via Slack and Skype. Working               
groups have weekly one-hour Skype group calls to discuss progress, share a few stories              
and decide on the next steps. The rest of the week we communicate via email or Slack.                 
Therefore, an excellent access to Internet is highly desirable to participate in UKYCC.  
 
 
UKYCC Weekends 
Whilst online communication is essential it has its limitations. So the best way we organise is                
through team weekends! We meet every 2-3 months in a different region of the UK each                
time to catch up on what everyone has been doing, make progress on our kick-ass               
campaigns and have fun. We usually arrive Friday evening and have sessions from             
10am-5pm on Saturday & Sunday.  
 
We have check ins, energisers, time for wellbeing, breaks, tea, spend time outdoors during              
and use lots of fun, creative and participatory tools in our organising and training sessions.  
 
Team weekend locations rotate around wherever team members are based. We stay over at 
each other’s houses & either book free rooms to work in such as university rooms or 
someone’s living room or garden! Arrangements are made for members that have special 
accommodation requirements.  
 
We all cook & share a delicious vegetarian/vegan lunch and anyone can apply for travel 
reimbursements based on their own discretion of what they feel they can afford. Dietary 
requirements are always taken into account.  
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Training & Skillshares 
As a peer led group, we believe we all have amazing skills we can learn and teach other. At                   
team weekends we all take turns facilitating different sessions and we believe you don’t have               
to be an ‘expert’ to run a session. Sometimes we ask UKYCC alumni, friends and trustees                
with specific expertise to pop in & run a skillshare session with us.  
 
Prior to a team event, we all organise training sessions if we feel it is needed, such as                  
anti-oppression, the UN climate talks or how to run a successful campaign. 
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UKYCC Structure 

UKYCC is currently made up of the following working groups: 
● The Community working group 

● The COP working group  

● The Gas working group 

● The Communications working group 

● The LCOY working group 

● The Operations working group 
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Who are the Community working group? 
Our role in UKYCC is to tackle climate change at the local level; this includes community                
based education, supporting local initiatives and speaking at public events. For us, local is              
as important as global: it is the small changes that everyone can make which will add up to a                   
just, sustainable world for all. 

Currently we are running several projects: 

● Green MPs - is our project to show how your MPs voted on critical climate change 
debates. We hope it will inform people, allowing them to talk to their MPs about 
climate change issues that matter to them. 
 

● Sustainable Leaders – is our education based project, 
identifying easy ways for young people to incorporate 
sustainability into their lives and campaign for their community to 
do the same.  

 

After almost five years of the Local Catalyst Network, Sustainable Leaders is now the focus               
project of the Community Working Group. We will be supporting and training young climate              
activists to make a difference in their own community; whether that be their school, their               
local park, their place of worship. We will provide communities with invaluable skills to lead               
their own environmental projects, which will be the key to combating climate change. To              
help sustainable leaders in their mission, we have put together a series of resource              
guides.  

We are currently in the process of transforming these guides into action sheets and              
workshops which we will roll out to schools and youth groups across the country. Find out                
more about it here. 

● Last year we ran a campaign called Clean Air Day – we took the lead in UKYCC as                  
we supported a Global Action Plan in last year’s Clean Air Day.  
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We believe tackling air pollution is important as it impacts on our health and our planet.  
 
We know that there are simple steps that individuals and their communities can take to 
reduce their air pollution such as switching to walking or cycling. UKYCC are individually 
taking those steps, spreading awareness of the dangers of air pollution and encouraging 
others in our communities to reduce their pollution too. 
 
Find out more about the wider campaign here. 

Our working group is all-inclusive and we aim to make environmentalism accessible to             
everyone whether in the inner-city of London or the Scottish Highlands, we will be there to                
support you!  

 

 

★ Within the Community Working Group we are looking for team           
members - whether you’re well connected or just learning about climate           
change issues in your area, we want you! 

If you want to know more, please feel free to contact the Community Working Group               
Coordinator Cat at catriona@ukycc.org. 
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Who are the COP working group?  
We focus on preparing for our annual attendance at the United Nations Conference of              
the Parties negotiations alongside working on international climate political         
processes and networking with international youth. Ensuring a youth voice is strongly            
represented in these discussions is essential, as these negotiations will help to decide our              
future. 

In 1992, most countries in the world signed an international treaty – the United Nations               
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) – to consider how to reduce            
man-made climate change and cope with a warming world. Every year since then these              
countries come together for the annual UN Climate Talks. Although the Paris Agreement             
was approved in December 2015, it won’t come into effect until 2020. The conferences              
between now and then will be crucial in deciding the details of this international climate               
coordination.  

Our main contribution to these negotiations is our ability to represent UK youth at these UN                
climate talks - this year, the conference will be held in Chile, from Monday 2nd to Friday 13th                  
December. Since 2008, UKYCC have been sending delegations of young people to the UN,              
where we work and train together to become campaigners, organisers and advocates to join              
the international youth climate movement and bring much-needed creativity and moral           
guidance to the UN process. Alongside the annual COPs, we also attend the COP              
intersessionals in Bonn, Germany, which take place every May (June this year). You can get               
a sense of our work here. 
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We like good ideas, conversations and cups of tea, meeting new people and planting              
common-sense ideas in the heads of decision-makers. We want to let leaders know that we               
are ready for a better future, so they’d better be too. 

In the COP working group we have dedicated time to reflecting and reviewing our processes,               
our positionality, the power & privileges we have as individuals and as a working group, and                
have mapped the socio-political context of the last year. We recognise that climate change is               
a symptom of a capitalist & patriarchal system & that in building and reimagining a better                
world we need to acknowledge how different systems of oppression intersect. We believe             
that the current neoliberal system is a major root cause of climate change and its associated                
inequalities. Together, we work to make youth voices heard in decision-making processes            
about climate change. 
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Why attend the UN climate talks?  
 
Impact on the global: working with young people from around the world we ask for               
comprehensive, fair and legally binding action on climate change. At the UNFCCC meetings             
in the past, we’ve had a direct impact through submissions and interventions, actions and              
meetings, shaping our common future. It’s also a unique opportunity to engage with climate              
activists from all around the world, learn from our different experiences and build the              
international climate movement. 
 
Impact on the national: meeting with and lobbying UK negotiators means the voice of UK               
youth is heard, putting important issues such as education and intergenerational justice at             
the top of their agenda. 
 
Impact on the local: by sharing our stories and training community mobilisers we want to               
make the impenetrable processes of the UN open and accessible to everyone. 

 

 

★ Within the COP Working Group we are looking for team members -             
whether you are a UNFCCC wizard or just starting out in the climate             
movement! 

If you want to know more, please feel free to contact the COP Working Group Coordinators                
Mamataj or Zoe at mamataj.begum@ukycc.org or zoe.rasbah@ukycc.org. 
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Who are the Gas Campaign working group?  

 
 
The Gas Campaign working group have been working hard to mythbust the idea that              
gas is a cleaner and greener transition fuel, letting the government know that there is NO                
ROOM FOR GAS! We campaign on the UK’s dash for gas on a national and international                
level, supporting and learning from international allies, campaigning for effective leadership           
on climate change by the UK government, revealing the international pipeline infrastructures            
connected to gas, and encouraging young people to have a say in the decisions which will                
affect our future. 
 
We launched this campaign in 2018 and it has been quite the ride… 
 
We kick-started our campaign by releasing eye catching graphics and publishing blogs to             
introduce the reality of dirty gas. We wrote about gas being a diversion not a bridge fuel, and                  
about the dangers of building the Trans Adriatic Pipeline. 

We widened our campaign to reach frontline communities in the UK as well as commenting               
on the international scale of gas infrastructure. We visited Preston New Road in Lancashire              
– a brilliant example and site of resistance against the fracking industry here in the UK – and                  
have went back for their three months of rolling resistance in the summer. We wrote about                
the history of fracking, linking this to the huge campaign effort who are part of this important                 
fight. At the international level we awarded the EU a special prize highlighting the billions of                
pounds that have been pumped into gas infrastructure. 

We took the fight on gas to the United Nations, attending the UN Framework Convention on                
Climate Change talks in Bonn, Germany. We held demonstrations on gas, linked up with the               
global community to #BreakTheFrackingCycle, held workshops on methane measurements         
and spoke to the UK negotiators! To see more of our work check our twitter page and our                  
blog calling out Greg Clark. 
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Recently we directed our focus on Claire Perry, MP for Energy and Clean Growth. We               
engaged with audiences outside UKYCC whilst arranging a meeting with Claire to open             
dialog for the youth voice. So far, Claire has declined a meeting. We are continuing to apply                 
pressure with direct action such as the LetterFlood where we will deliver over 500 letters               
directly to Claire Perry’s door. We are demanding the UK joins the long list of other nations                 
to BAN fracking.  

 

We have made a direct call out on the government's latest announcements on fracking as               
well as an exciting visit to join Reclaim the Power in planning action on fracking campaigning                
at Preston New Road!  

★ Within the Gas Campaign Working Group we are looking for the            
following skills this year: videography, policy, direct action and social          
media. 

If you want to know more, please feel free to contact the Gas Campaign Coordinator Chirsty                
at chirsty.mcfadyen@ukycc.org. 
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Who are the Communications working group? 
The Communications group sit within the Operations side of UKYCC and ensure the             
day to day working of UKYCC both internally and externally. Our main role is              
streamlining UKYCC’s social media and communications platforms, to ensure a unified           
UKYCC voice and to engage online in an interesting and creative manner. We are not solely                
responsible for UKYCC’s social media content, but we also make sure that we are consistent               
in our voice and engaging in our approach.  
 
We work as a group to create online campaign graphics, videos, newsletters, blog series,              
Twitter content, Instagram content, and Facebook content. All of this is to not only support               
the work of UKYCC’s campaigns and working groups but also to contribute to the              
international youth climate movement in general. To get a better sense of the work we do,                
follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or subscribe to us on Youtube.  
 

 
 
 
 
In essence, the Communications team looks to make UKYCC’s web and social media             
content fun and appealing: we strive to utilise our youth voice in a way that is provocative,                 
creative, enlightening, persuasive, different and #lit. Whether you are full of creativity,            
bursting with journalistic tendencies, or extremely good at spotting typos; the           
Communications working group is the one for you! There is room for a variety of               
competencies at different levels, and we promise you will learn new skills in return. 
 
Due to the nature of our role, we work hard and intensely as a team, and we require from our                    
members a certain level of capacity and regular commitment, to ensure the smooth flow of               
our operations. This is particularly the case during periods in which important events are              
occurring, such as the national and global Youth Strikes of February and March. However,              
we are also flexible, understanding that people have commitments outside the group which             
vary in intensity across the year (studies, jobs, personal circumstances etc). 
 
 
What do we do? 
 

● Produce and share internal and external newsletters. 
● Manage UKYCC’s social media accounts (Instagram, Facebook & Twitter), including 

sharing posts, live-streaming events and replying to messages. 
● Supervise the use of Slack for UKYCC’s internal communications.  
● Manage UKYCC’s website. 
● Run blog series, encourage guest bloggers and write blog posts. 
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● Bottomline UKYCC’s general enquiries email, as well as supervise internal email 
communications.  

● Design graphics. 
● Produce and edit videos for Youtube and social media. 
● Write reports on UKYCC’s activities. 

 
Our main roles are… 
 
We have a team coordinator, who helps to make sure the group has weekly calls and gets                 
its main work done. The rest of the group is made up of general organising team                
members, whose assigned tasks/areas of work change on a regular basis, depending on             
how actions points are allocated during the weekly calls. We are very flexible, allowing              
people to do different tasks according to their desires and availability. 
 
At present, we are working on developing more specific roles for group members to have,               
according to our main areas of work (social media, website, press, campaigns, newsletter,             
blog...). The roles would be mainly for bottomlining, so the coordinators/officers wouldn’t            
have to do everything by themselves.  
 

★ Within the Communications Working Group we are looking for the           
following roles: organising team members, blog writers and website         
specialists to help us improve our presence online. 
 
To find out more about communications, contact the 
Communications Coordinator Eilidh at 
eilidh.robb@ukycc.org  
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Who are the LCOY working group?  
 
In 2015, the global wave of energy around the 21st United Nations Conference 
of the Parties (COP21, which gave us the Paris Climate Agreement) sparked an 
interest by many young people who could not attend the main United Nations 
conferences in Paris to organise parallel conferences.  
 
These parallel meetings are called ‘Local Conferences of Youth’ (LCOYs) and this year we 
want to organise the first ever LCOY to be held in the UK in November 2019. 
 
LCOYs play a critical role in mobilizing more young people for climate action than 
ever before around the world and have been continuing every year ever since the first one 
in Paris. As the world now moves into pursuing implementation of the Paris Agreement, it is 
more important than ever to engage young people beyond the realm of just the negotiations 
at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. 
 
LCOYs are organised in different parts of the 
world to increase youth access to opportunities for 
training and capacity building. Apart from the 
shared objectives of a Global COY to focus on 
youth action in the international context of the UN 
climate negotiations, climate change and 
sustainability, a Local COY can also focus on 
climate related topics which have high national or 
regional importance, discuss and develop 
respective outputs, which are fed into the Global 
COY and consequently into the climate 
negotiations. 
 
 
The LCOY Working Group are a driven, 
high-capacity team working towards the tangible 
goal of a 2019 UK Local Conference of Youth. After an inspirational experience at the 
Netherlands LCOY last year, this team hope to expand upon past LCOYs while working in 
tandem with the international LCOY network.  
 
At the event, we hope to bring more young people into the environmental movement and 
provide them more pathways to work towards environmental justice. We also hope to create 
a better network between UK youth environmental organisations and help to interlink the 
environmental movement with wider social movements. 
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What are our next steps? 
 
Firstly, we need to recruit the rest of our team! For practicality, we are splitting into several 
subteams:  

- YOUNGO-LCOY Collaboration (YOUNGO is the official United Nations youth climate 
constituency. It is a global network of over 200 youth-led NGOs and 6000 
individuals.) 

- Accommodation and Travel 
- Social Events/Parties 
- Website, Social Media and Outreach 
- Programming and Speakers 
- Venues, Catering and Materials 
- Funding, Budgets and Finance 

 
Each team will be responsible for ensuring that its related tasks get done. This year, Global 
COY will be held on the last weekend of November, so we are aiming to host our LCOY UK 
in the latter half of November. 
 

★ Within the LCOY Working Group we are looking for: Team members 
x5 
 
Additionally, we will be recruiting a large, wider team of around 20 who will not officially join 
UKYCC but will help us to organise the conference. If you decide that you like the sound 
of organising LCOYuk but do not want to fully commit to UKYCC as an organisation, 
feel free to get in touch and join our wider team.  
 
The application form to join the wider team without joining UKYCC is HERE. 
 
To find out more about LCOYuk, contact Anna at anna.carlini@ukycc.org. 
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Who are the Operations Working group? 
As our organisational backbone the Operations Working Group ensure the smooth 
running of UKYCC. They foster and maintain cross-team coherence and wellbeing, and 
support operations members in their roles to ensure the WG is functioning cohesively and 
smoothly.  
 
Operations keep a general understanding of all the operational aspects of UKYCC 
(finance/admin/external engagement/internal communications), ensure that we all get 
together at least three times a year, and plan ahead to prevent problems from needing to be 
fixed.  
 

★ Within the Operations Working Group we are looking for: Operations 
Coordinators. 
 
Please note: the role of Operations Coordinator is available as a joint role and we want to 
encourage whoever takes on this role to also be involved in campaigning work. 

 

What are you waiting for? 
Applications are open 

now! 
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We invite you to join us 
If you are enthusiastic about our team goals and building a strong, broad, intersectional              
youth climate movement to fight for climate justice, we invite you to read on and apply!  
 

are you? 
A young person aged between 18 and 29 who: 

● Is motivated and enthusiastic about affecting change and achieving climate justice; 
● Understands the importance of getting youth voices heard; 
● Is willing to learn about consensus-based decision making; 
● Can work independently as well as part of a team; 

We need to work together to get things done, and this means being a team player. We 
therefore ask that all our members only commit to what they can achieve as this avoids other 
members having to pick up the slack last minute.  

● Is comfortable and respectful when working in a diverse setting aimed at fighting 
structural oppressions;  

UKYCC has a zero tolerance policy towards discrimination. 
● Has 3-5 hours to commit to UKYCC each week; 

We understand that life is unpredictable and that as a volunteer you will have to work your 
contribution around anything else you do. But a certain level of consistent capacity will give 
you the best experience. 

● Has good access to Internet, both for Skype calls and checking your emails/Slack 
regularly; 

● Can commit to weekly Skype calls with your team; 
● Can stay with us for at least 1 year. 
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What are we looking for? 
We are looking for people who share our vision. You don’t have to be a climate scientist                 
or a protester (though we like those people too!) UKYCC is a space to learn and grow, to                  
meet people who share your passion and develop new skills and confidence to take on               
challenges. 
 
Most of the time we work remotely, talking regularly online – so whether you live somewhere                
rural, urban, or at your Mum’s house, we want you! The more diverse our members our, the                 
wider range of skills we can encompass, and the more stories we can share as UK Youth.  

The role 
When you apply to join UKYCC we will ask you to indicate which working group you would 
be most interested in joining. 
 
Once you’re comfortable at UKYCC we’d also be keen for you to take on operational               
responsibilities and help us in the day to day running of the organisation; this might include                
fundraising, recruitment, finance, wellbeing. 
 
Your role is highly varied; you will have the opportunity to contribute to strategy planning,               
designing of materials, creating blogs, attending and speaking events and so much more. It              
is our members who shape our organisation– if you have a great idea just let us know! 
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What will you gain from this experience? 
In return for your passion, enthusiasm and motivation we will support you every step of the                
way. We will provide training weekends and workshops so you can improve your knowledge              
and skills. You will experience first-hand how a non-hierarchical and consensus-based           
organisation works, and meet lots of other amazing young climate campaigners, as well as              
communities interested in climate change. But above all, you will fight for climate justice              
while having fun! 
 
You can expect to learn from a mix of returning members, coalition partners and other               
organisations who help us develop the skills and knowledge we need to be effective              
lobbyists, policy whizzes and communications pros! 
 
We do our best to make UKYCC a welcoming and inclusive place. Consensus and              
facilitation are tools that we use to ensure that our discussions are equal and enjoyable.  
 
Most of all, you can expect to become part of an innovative, fun, creative and highly                
regarded organisation, making new friends and learning new skills that will take you forward              
to an exciting (and hopefully climate safe!) future. 
 
We will be doing interviews in the weeks following the application deadlines. These             
will be opportunities for you to find out more about UKYCC, the climate movement, the               
various working groups and meet your potential teammates. Do not worry if you have a busy                
summer ahead of you as times and dates of meetings are always negotiated and agreed               
beforehand to fit within our schedules. 
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How to apply 
We are looking for 20-30 people to join across our working groups.  
 
This is how to apply: 

1. Fill in our anonymous application form and equality and diversity monitoring 
form by midnight on Monday 22nd April 2019. 

2. We will contact you within two weeks of the closing date to let you know whether 
you have made it through to the next stage. 

3. Our successful applicants will join UKYCC by the end of May.  
 
We strongly encourage applications from people of colour and LGBTQIA+ candidates, although ALL             
applications will be considered on their own merit. We are committed to breaking down all barriers to                 
participation in the UK movement for Climate Justice and we do all we can to welcome everyone to engage                   
fully, particularly people who are disabled or on a low income. 
 

The application form is here! 

 
Visit our website for more information: www.ukycc.com 
  
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can reach our 
Recruitment Officer Serena at: serena.bashal@ukycc.org  
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1RFo91yjpZwtQEN5NiqTqikOhLSYwaBIfhrAZKk7_Hp8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1higJxxshI7d7fU2A9Vs63Ra-4SUOJHA5nNQpzAhzHuY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1higJxxshI7d7fU2A9Vs63Ra-4SUOJHA5nNQpzAhzHuY
https://docs.google.com/forms/u/2/d/1RFo91yjpZwtQEN5NiqTqikOhLSYwaBIfhrAZKk7_Hp8/edit?usp=drive_open
http://www.ukycc.com/
http://www.ukycc.org/
mailto:serena.bashal@ukycc.org

